Sermon Overview: We will start off this teaching by going over the much talked about Cornuto hand sign. The Mano Cornuto or Horned Hand is an ancient symbol used to protect against the evil eye. In Italian, mano means "hand" and corno means "horn". This symbol also represents the Horned God of the Witches known as Pan Also called Il Cornuto and Diabolicus, the employment by the elite of the hand sign of the horned devil can actually be tracked all the way back to Babylon. On the great wall of Babylon, adjacent to Ishtar's Gate, was a mosaic image of a horned bull, representing the sun god. The horns were symbolic of the Babylonian god's power over the hearts of men. Later, in Imperial Rome, Caesar's military legions and millions of common people worshipped the sun god, Mithras. Mithraic initiates were baptized in the blood of a horned bull, slain and sacrificed by temple priests. The Knights Templar, predecessor to today Scottish Rite Freemasons, worshiped the grotesque horned goat god, Baphomet. It is believed that many Illuminists continue to sacrifice to this unspeakable deity to this very day. Reportedly, the Illuminati take great delight in seeing the masses adopt their ancient symbol of satanic worship on such a vast scale. We will also explore occultist Helen Keller's role in the development of the modern day hand sign system for the deaf and how this relates to the Cornuto sign.
Horned Hand or The Mano Cornuto:

This gesture is the Satanic salute, a sign of recognition between and allegiance of members of Satanism or other unholy groups.

I Love You, Devil?

The "El Diablo" hand sign often is confused with the deaf hand signal of the phrase, "I love you." While at first this appears an odd resemblance, we register an "ahh, I get it!" emotion when we discover that the person who invented, or created, the hand sign system for the deaf, Helen Keller, was herself an occultist and Theosophist. Did Keller purposely design the deaf's "I love you" sign to be such a remarkable imitation of the classic sign of Satan? Was Keller saying, basically, "I love you, Devil?" —Texe Marrs, CODEX MAGICA

"She invented over 60 different signs by which she could talk to her family before the age of seven. For example, if she wanted ice cream she would wrap her arms around herself and pretend to shiver." —SOURCE

Allegiance to Satan or mere coincidence?
Barack and Michelle Obama
Republican vice presidential candidate, Alaska Governor Sarah Palin, with her daughter Willow holding her son Trig, campaigns at a rally in Henderson, Nevada. Notice how Palin makes a Satanic sign with both hands! Boy was she desperate to get elected! Sarah Palin is a sell-out, clearly showing her willingness to spiritually fornicate with the Devil, i.e., “wickedness in high places” (Ephesians 6:12).

Bill Clinton

John Kerry campaigning in October of 2004

Illuminati Devil Hand Signals were Prevalent Throughout the 2005 Inauguration
George W. Bush at his 2005 inauguration
George W. Bush Denies Jesus Christ!

www.Bushrevealed.com
"...For they that are such serve not our Lord Jesus Christ, but their own belly; and by good words and fair speeches deceive the hearts of the simple." —Romans 16:18
The Associated Press and Reuters called the above bush family hand signs, the 'Texas Longhorn or 'Texas UT' symbol. People still seem to think the signal is solely the 'hook 'em horns' UT symbol. We know this to be true but this doesn't answer our primary questions:

If the symbol denotes Texas football or UT, why are people like Silvio Berlusconi and Bill Clinton doing it too? They have no links with Texas.

2) Why is the Bush family so obsessed with the signal, displaying it dozens of times during both the inauguration and the evening ball? A few times maybe we could accept, but why this many? What has Texas sports got do with a national inauguration?

3) By Bush being an occult member of Skull and Bones and Bohemian Grove, it certainly shouldn't be surprising that people would suspect him of praising Satan. Why would any Christian belong to an occult organization?

Illuminati defector Leo Zagami recently called Ahmaninejad a "well known Satanist with no real connection to Islam" and the Iraq-Iran-Israel conflict a "foreign intelligence show." Empowered by the central banking cartel, the Illuminati Order has the resources to infiltrate both sides of every conflict, and steer it according to the New World Order agenda. They call this a "dialectical process." They were on both sides of both world wars, the Cold War, Korea and Vietnam. Iran's nuclear ambitions are merely a pretext. The real object is to degrade both the US and Iran so citizens will forfeit political, economic and spiritual rights to Illuminati banker "world government." -Read More
In the above photo promoting the evil movie, Saved.
Below are some photos where the hand gesture is used in a clearly Satanic context:

This is an album cover by the rock band Dio. The album is called Holy Diver. Dio’s singer is former Black Sabbath frontman Ronnie James. The Satan character is clearly displaying the same hand signal. Is he a fan of the Texas Longhorns too?
France President Sarkozy

Vice President Dick Cheney

“Hook Em’ Horns” Parade Route, Inauguration Day, Washington, DC 2001
Some of my web visitors have e-mailed me, claiming that the deaf signal (i.e., a hand sign with the thumb extended) is sign language for 'I love you.' This sign is displayed above by Elizabeth Taylor. However, the inventor of the deaf hand sign, Helen Keller, was herself an occultist and Theosophist as mentioned earlier. Helen Blavatsky, who founded *The Theosophical Society*, was a devout Satan worshipper who said...

"Lucifer represents... Life... Thought... Progress... Civilization... Liberty... Independence... Lucifer is the Logos... the Serpent, the Savior." pages 171, 225, 255 (Volume II)

If you think Miss Keller's hand sign is just a coincidence, then you are truly gullible. If you were deaf, and wanted to develop a hand sign to tell someone that you love them, what would it be? A hand over the heart would be reasonable. There is no way that any reasonable person would develop the hand sign that Keller invented, paralleling an existing hand salute to Satan. The above photo is one of Ozzy Osbourne's Rock-n-Roll album covers. It is abundantly clear to see that Keller's hand sign praises the Devil.

So what affiliation does Prince William Have with Texas UT?
Silvio Berlusconi?  Paul McCartney?  Bill Clinton?

Tommy Franks?
Courtney love with Daughter

Rock band *Metallica*. Are they all acknowledging Texas UT?
The rock band, *Forsaken*.

The first image represents the horned god of witchcraft, Pan or Cernunnos. Note the thumb under the fingers and given by the right hand. The next image is a sign of recognition between those in the Occult. When pointed at someone it is meant to place a curse. Note the thumb over the fingers and given by the left hand.

TAKE A LOOK AT THE FOLLOWING PHOTOS AND DECIDE FOR YOURSELF...

**Goat of Mendes - Origin of the Satanic Hand Sign**

**Satanic Occult Symbols in Washington D.C.**

**Bohemian Grove Exposed!**
Marvel Comic's "Spider Man"
George W Bush
(Member of Skull and Bones, and Bohemian Grove)

Tom Ridge, former Homeland Security Director

Above: Outgoing Homeland Security Director Tom Ridge (formerly Governor of Pennsylvania).
Surely he's not a Longhorns Fan?

Senator John Edwards
Above: Former North Carolina Senator John Edwards (also the Democratic Vice Presidential candidate in 2004). Is he a Texas Longhorns fan too?

Yasser Arafat

George W. Bush Again
Italian Prime minister Berlusconi

Amy Grant

Above: Believe it or not! Here's Amy Grant, on the Michael W. Smith, *In Concert* (Reunion Records, 1985) video tape flashing the "Satanic salute." Amy deliberately flashes the "Satanic salute" at least two separate times on the video, displaying it for several seconds. Amy is promoting Satan. There is a definite spirit invoked in rock music, secular or Christian - and it's NOT the Holy Spirit! And many times, people involved in rock music get "caught up in this unholy spirit"!

Anton LaVey, leader and founder of the Church of Satan.

Above: Anton LaVey, founder of the Church of Satan and author of *The Satanic Bible*, displaying the "Horned Hand" (also called the "satanic salute" and Il Cornuto) with his left hand, on the back cover of *The Satanic Bible*. 
Harley Clark

Above: Begun in 1955, the ‘Hook ‘em Horns’ sign started by Harley Clark still motivates UT fans today. Is it mere coincidence that every Satanist in the world uses the same hand salute?

Dan Quayle
Above: Here is former Vice President Dan Quayle from Indiana showing his horns. Is he a Texas Longhorns fan too?

McDonalds CEO’s

A Satanic Ritual

Above: (Satanists making the "Satanic salute" to an altar displaying the Goat of Mendes or Baphomet, to acknowledge their allegiance to Satan, during a Satanic ritual.)
John Lennon is portrayed giving the Satanic hand-signal on "Yellow Submarine"

John Lennon again (bottom right)
One of The Council On Foreign Relations symbols features a man naked on a white steed giving the horned hand signal.

---

**Devil Companies**

Satan on Our Dollar!
There is a small owl just to the left of the "1" which appears on the upper right hand corner of the Dollar Bill. From time to time politicians like Bill Clinton and George W. Bush have been caught on camera flashing the horned owl symbol with their hands. There is a distinct separation between those in the demonic occult and those involved in the wickedness of witchcraft. The goat is associated strongly with witchcraft and Freemasonry, while the owl is more strongly associated with the occult (e.g., Bohemian grove). There is definitely an inseparable common denominator between the two groups: Satanism.

Goat of Mendes - Origin of the Satanic Hand Sign?

"The Goat of Mendez is the god of the witches. (Mendez is another spelling of Mendes, a city of ancient Egypt where fertility worship - Baal worship -- was practiced). Masons admit readily that Baphomet is a pagan fertility god and, more importantly, that Freemasonry is a fertility cult religion. At any rate, this mockery of Jesus is a satanic symbol and figures prominently in Satan worship." — Kerr Cuhulain (Occult author, police investigator, and friend of witches)

Saturated with Satan | Imagine | Peace Sign and Satanism | Gorbachev an Antichrist
Alex Jones presents his newest film, *The Order of Death*, an amazing and horrifying look into the occult practices of the global elite featuring never before seen footage of the infamous Bohemian Grove.

**MORE HAND SIGNS: SHOWING ALLEGIANCE TO SATAN!**

http://www.codexmagica.com

Texe Marrs' Website

**Ye Must Be Born Again! You Need HIS Righteousness!**

www.Jesus-is-Savior.com

Jesus Christ is the ONLY way to Heaven!
9/11 anniversary service no place for Devil's salute

By Judi McLeod

Friday, September 14, 2007

What did President George W. Bush give the world as a symbolic gesture on the 6th anniversary of 9/11?

According to pictures taken during a 9/11 sixth anniversary ceremony, the horned hand salute.

To many, the horned hand salute is "the Satan Sign".

Why Bush would show the Satan Sign, or anything even resembling it on the sixth anniversary of 9/11, is one for the books.

Speculation was rife when Bush, his wife and daughter, Jenna flashed the Satan sign at January, 2005 inaugural ceremonies.

Norway's Nettavisen explained that the symbol was simply the "Hook 'em, Longhorns" sign that the president and his daughter flashed to the University of Texas marching band as it passed the podium.

There were no signs of the Texas marching band at Tuesday's somber anniversary of 9/11.

Bush himself once explained his use of the hand gesture as the sign of the University of Texas Longhorns.

George Bush could be a fan of U of T, but he never attended it.

Supporters and detractors alike know that he received his undergraduate degree from Yale University, and that the University of Texas law school turned him down because his record at Yale was so mediocre.

While attending Yale, Bush joined a satanic cult called Skull and Bones.

Another oddity about Bush claiming he uses the "Hook 'em, Longhorns" salute is the salute depicted looks nothing like the typical Longhorns salute given by U of T students.

According to www.moronabroad.blogspot.com, both hands are used in the Longhorns salute, and the backs rather than the palms of the hands are facing outwards to better simulate Texas Longhorns.

It was Reuters' Larry Downing who put the Bush family on the map for the "devil hand signals" prevalent throughout the 2005 inauguration.

"U.S. President George W. Bush and first lady Laura Bush make the `Texas Longhorn' sign as a Texas float and marching band go past the reviewing stand for the Inaugural Parade in Washington,
January 20, 2005. Bush was sworn in for the second term in office earlier in the day," said the photo cutline beneath the pictures.

That was the day when many sworn Bush enemies, including Hollywood stars who had promised to flee American soil should Bush make a second term but never did, were giving another kind of salute, the one-fingered one.

More than passing strange isn't it that Bill Clinton uses the same `hook `em horns' UT symbol when he's out and about?

The hand symbol flashed by Bush is known by several names: Devil's Triad, 11 Cornuto, Cornuto, the Horn, the Horned Devil, Twin-horned Salute, Horned Hand, Devil Salute and Devil Horn Salute. Whatever you call it, the hand signal is formed so as to resemble horns. (Ibid, 226-7).

The Horned Hand or Mano Cornuto is a satanic salute, a sign of recognition between and allegiance of members of Satanism or other unholy groups.

Perhaps Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez, who claimed to have picked up the odor of sulfur when Bush was at the United Nations, had been poring over Internet pictures of Bush flashing the salute.

Mind you, Chavez is hardly the Holy of Holies other than in his own mind.

But getting back to the hands of George Bush during 9/11 sixth anniversary services.

The President of the United States of America could not stand with his hands at his side during the minute of silence?

Meanwhile, maybe the devil made him do it.

*Canada Free Press founding editor* Most recent by Judi McLeod is an award-winning journalist with 30 years experience in the print media. Her work has appeared on Newsmax.com, Drudge Report, Foxnews.com, Glenn Beck. Judi can be reached at: judi@canadafreepress.com
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**Vogue Cover - Michelle Makes The Cornudo Hand Sign**

>First notice the back cover the the "Satanic bible" with Anton Lavey flashing the Cornudo sign

the same subtle way Michelle Obama is: